Let K ⊂ L be a field extension. The field L is said to have the linear matching property if, for every n ≥ 1 and every n-dimensional K-subspaces A and B of L with 1 ∈ B, the subspace A is matched to B. Recently, it has been proved that if K ⊂ L be a field extension, then L has linear matching property if and only if L is purely transcendental or is an extension of K of prime degree. In this note we provide a counterexample for this result.
Introduction
Throughout the paper, we shall say field for a division ring. If K ⊂ L is a field extension, then we say that K is central in L if for all λ ∈ K, x ∈ L λx = xλ. Suppose that A and B are two n-dimensional K-subspaces of L. Let A = {a 1 , . . . , a n } and B = {b 1 , . . . , b n } be two bases of A and B, respectively. We say that A is matched to B if There is a gap in the proof of Theorem 1. In Line 2 of the proof, the authors claimed that if K ⊂ L is a field extension and [L : K] is not prime, then there exists a ∈ L such that K K(a) L. But this claim does not hold. To see this we note that there is a field extension Q ⊂ L of degree 4 with no proper intermediate subfield, see [2] . By the definition n 0 (Q, L) = 4. Let A and B be two n-dimensional K-subspaces in L such that 1 ∈ B. Since 1 ∈ B, we have n < 4. Thus n < n 0 (Q, L). Now, Theorem 5.3 of [1] implies that A is matched with B. This contradicts the statement of Theorem 1.
